
  

  

Formative feedback 

  

  
Overall Comments 
Sound essay on memory, landscape and space/place. There are strong and complex ideas and links 
here and well expressed summary terms in your own words (‘bespoke memories ‘ is a good one). 
Build on this as you restructure. Sometimes the organisation can be a little confusing as it moves 
from concept to concept and back again - so a little revision in terms of outline using an 
introduction defining clear terms - tell the reader what memory is in relation to photography and 
in particular ‘land’; define briefly the codes and conventions of Landscape as a genre and make a 
distinction between personal memory and collective memory - in turn the two sides of the coin of 
‘collective’ one dominant ideology and the other ‘history from below’ of the tribe. These ideas are 
there in the essay but not as clearly signalled as they could be. Some presumed knowledge of the 
reader which they may not have  - so show them (use examples of images such as Pompeii and 
Herculaneum and the statues of Easter Island and other photography you mention).  

Its a complex theme handled well with a readable style but structure and other ‘niggles (quotes in 
distracting boxes and Harvard references in text supplemented by addition of note numbers) can 
distract the reader and lose them. I have taken out the boxes and quickly arranged the 
bibliography in alphabetical order (taken out repetition of key authors) - so please check it 
including publishers which might be missing in the secondary references; as it was difficult to work 
though as well as make notes on the document with the boxes there. Fine for a planner but 
distracting on a full essay. 
• Name on document and electronic file please otherwise it will (and did) get lost on download.  

Sent along with the ‘Exercise 4.6 - Proposal for the self-directed project’ so I have made notes on 
that at the end. I have made notes on the document you sent with as well as summary below in 
feedback.  
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Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
  
• Outline the definitions inherent in your choice of subject and then critically analyse images to 

see how they work for the viewer. In this sense, it would have been better to write in third 
person to avoid talking about your likes/dislikes and talk about the ‘codes and conventions’ of 
the genre and how these might be challenged – particularly assumptions about what 
‘landscape’ is in relation to memory.  

• Develop an argument by structuring the essay much more rigorously.  Definitions, examples 
from artists and moving on to a debate on the contrast between personal and collective 
(different types of collective) significance of place and human intervention of memories.  

• Don’t presume the reader knows: for example, Pompeii and Herculaneum and the statues of 
Easter Island; Fenton, Valley of the Shadow of Death (1855) copied by Paul Seawright, 
‘Afghanistan 2002’  . Include images and reference appropriately (using Harvard) Author, Date in 
text and longer bibliographic reference below (in alphabetical order).  

• Define terms in the introduction from the outset.  
• Use the Peel Method –   

• P: POINT; make your point 
• E: EVIDENCE; support point made with sources/evidence (such as quote or reference)  
• E: EXPLAIN; explain how the evidence supports the point  
• LINK: Link back to the question, or to the next point 

• You have done this later but earlier references seem to ‘hang’ without linking them to the 
concept strictly.  

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  
• Bate and Clarke will give you (if they haven’t already) definitions of the codes and conventions 

of Landscape which you can link to its application as memory triggers or collective symbols. 
Reference and précis these.  

• When you mention practice projects in the essay it tends to be description (which is fine to 
begin with), supplement this with an analysis that links with the premise of the essay (how do 
fleeting memories, often difficult to recall represent themselves in Shimon Attie’s project, 
‘Writing on the wall’, Berlin 1991. Why has this project strategy been chosen?  

• The case studies of photographers who use similar ideas and conceptual strategies to those 
you are researching needs description then analysis using visual methodologies. This is often 
difficult for level 1 & 2 students as there are many different kinds of methods to write about 
visual images. Look at Reading list and ‘dip in’ to these to make a judgment on which is the 
most appropriate.  
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Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   

• again, no hard and fast rules on this essay section which moves into ‘In my recent projects 
‘should strictly speaking be in your Exercise 4.6 - Proposal for the self-directed project as it 
does seem to ‘hang’ here. make a link to the ‘research’ in your Learning log for this section. 
Reference yourself using Harvard.  

Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 

  
• Defining Landscape as a genre with codes and conventions (collective / personal memory)  

• Bate (2016), The Key Concepts  
• Clarke, G (1997), The Photograph, Oxford (chapter 4 on Landscape with notes PDF 

enclosed).  
• Winston, B. 2005, ‘The Camera Never Lies’: The Partiality of Photographic Evidence in Jon Prosser, 

Image-based Research A Sourcebook for Qualitative Researchers. Will help to introduce the 
ideas of collective memory (as represented by famous photographs of  iconic historical 
moments as being selective and ‘partially’ true).  Linking with the section in your essay 
‘limitations as the human eye - the lens, focal-length, its position and point-of-view’.  (‘Can a 
photograph truly hold a memory?’) pdf enclosed. 

• Taryn Simon’s The Innocents and her other work on the contemporary archive and selective 
memory. On her website (http://tarynsimon.com) and in the Ted Talks (Simon, 2009).

• There are many methods to read (and subsequently write) about images and then explore the 
external contexts in order to make sense of how they work to make meaning. Gillian Rose, 
Visual Methodologies An Introduction to the Interpretation of Visual Materials (2001), is a critical 
review of more complex methods. She outlines the five main methods here:
• Compositional interpretation-  `the good eye’, history of photography driven by the 

‘connoisseurship’ which Batchen mentions in response to early Talbot images. 
• Content analysis - the more quantitative data driven way to research images and compare. 

Using (Lutz and Collins, 1993) as an example. 
• Semiological - analysis of visual images. 
• Psychoanalysis: visual pleasure and disruption. 
• Discourse analysis, - looking at context and particularly the ideas of Michel Foucault: how 

power manifests itself in the relationship between the surveyor and the surveyed. His 
concept of discourse is central to this methodology, referring to: “groups of statements 
which structure the way a thing is thought, and the way we act on the basis of that 
thinking” (Rose, 2001: 138). 

Semiotics and Discourse most appropriate here for this essay. 

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
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• Organise essay and revise some fo strutter (more ‘PEEL’ similar to later sections. Define terms at 
the outset.  

• Clarify in text and bibliographic references. familiarise yourself with the referencing system for 
written work (including essay and refections): https://www.oca-student.com/sites/default/files/
oca-content/key-resources/res-files/harvard_referencing_140514.pdf 

Exercise 4.6 - Proposal for the self-directed project 
By all means link the essay (as you uncover strategies from artists who have explored memory) 
with your own work (on Pollution as seen through the context of the local landscape) but keep 
them separate (so the section here where you mention ‘‘In my recent projects’ should be taken out 
of the essay). Use reference to texts and artists that use similar subjects, strategies etc to yourself 
(but not necessarily yourself ). This foregrounds the value of reflective research which you can then 
be influenced by as you approach assignment 5.  
• Give it a title. Can be changed later. Something to hook onto – also creates links and further 

readings/research as you can search similar subject in library for journal articles (or ay creative 
writing) which will help expand the context of the work and generate ideas on practical 
approaches/strategies.  

• Have a look at various proposals for grants and projects in film/photographers and see the 
various ways artists/directors/photographers describe then allude to research in their written 
proposals. Win Wenders, Robert Frank, Stephen Shore etc. (e-mail me if you can not find and I 
will send you some examples).  

• What strategy might you use to show this – rather than tell the viewer? Consider some 
subversive strategies (montage) or more subtle signs in the landscape (see Richard Misrach or 
Mitch Epstein American Power). Let’s see some tear sheets or example images in your 
sketchbook/blog and a summary of the form, content, strategy these artists use which might 
influence your choice of form with which to express this theme.  

• Consider making a dummy and working with selection and editing before perusing a ‘finished’ 
book. See Jörg Colberg : Understanding Photobooks, The form and Content of the Photobook 
(2017).  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Strong ideas and ’premise’ of the essay linking 
Landscape, memory and the opposition / 
selectivity of collective and personal memory 
affect and effect. 

Clarify in text and bibliographic references. 
Alphabetical bibliogaprhy. Take out distracting 

boxes of quotes. 

Complex subject handled well. Emphaisise partial memory and selectivity and 
do define terms at the outset in a more 
structured way. 

Links with your own work Consider third person writing for the essay 
showing an analysis of why the practitioners 
you mention use the strategies they do. 
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Tutor name Garry Clarkson

Date 14 June 2019

Next assignment due 14 September
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